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Abstract 
                Development of secured and trusted database for distributed environment is a very critical 
issue.  The main purpose of this study to understand different security problems which has been 
encountered during designing of a database for distributed environment. We have try to give a brief 
overview about  different penetration methods and different security approaches of distributed 
database to control the security, reliability and privacy of database in distributed environment. 
 
Introduction 
The rapid growth in computer network technology and database system technology resulted in the 
development of distributed database. There are many definitions of Distributed Database System 
have been given by different researchers but there is no standard definition. Distributed Database 
System is made up from a DDBMS, distributed databases and a network. Data is distributed over 
different databases at different geographical locations. Due to distributed nature of data the 
possibility of data threats is increased. Security threats of distributed database can be divided in to 
two categories, first categories includes the problem which can be exists in centralized system and 
second is specific to distributed system. The security of distributed database is dependent on different 
technical issues like, types of operating system used, types of network system, different system 
security policies and so forth. All these issues are barriers to make a global security policy for 
distributed database. Security requirements are stated in the form of security policy which has a set of 
laws and practices that governs organizations to manage protects and distributes sensitive 
information. Basically two terms are used to state the security policy named set of security objects 
and set of security subjects. Security object is a passive entity and receives or contains information 
whereas security subject is an active entity which is responsible for updating database states. it can be 
a process or a person(s)  and  data moves between object(s) and subject(s). Because of the diversity 
of the application domains for databases various security approaches and techniques have been 
proposed to make a secure distributed system. In this paper we have discuss about some security 
threats and security approaches of distributed database systems. 
 
Threats of database security 
 
Database security issues have been more complex due to distributed nature of database in distributed 
environment. Databases are a main resource of any organization there fore, policies and procedure 
must be put into a single place. It is important to safeguard its security and the integrity of the data it 
contains. Due to accessing of data between numbers of users through computer networks, increasing 
the risks of unauthorized access .The main objective of database security is to protect database from 
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accidental or intentional lost. These threats include a risk on the integrity reliability of data  .database 
security may be allows or refuses users to perform any action on the database. It is a responsibility of 
Database managers in an organization to identify threats and make policies that take effective action 
for handling any risks [6,7]. Such actions can be provides passwords and username to the users who 
access the databases and This system is called database management security system which keeps 
users details and actions(authority).There are different threats which can be arrived in  the distributed 
database systems. Loss of availability means that data or systems cannot be available for any user. 
This problem can be arising due to the failure of the hardware, applications or networks system. This 
may affect the day to day activities of any organizations. Another method through which data can be 
lost its integrity is Excessive privilege. This can be arise when the users can have too much privilege 
in the database then he can be used them for malicious purposes. Each user should have required 
privileges according to his job profile [2,4]. privileges elevation is an Another threat of database 
security   This can be arise when some user can acquire  extra privileges through  software 
vulnerability, where a normal user can have the privileged of database administrator and  he can try 
to exploiting the software weaknesses in the database system. Another threat which can be occurred 
due to use of week internal system called a weal audit trial.  Denial of service is a problem of 
database security which includes data corruption, network flooding and resource over load. Another 
type of threat of database insecurity is weak authentication system and procedures.  In this Weak 
authentication attackers can got the rights of user and then change credentials. Other threats which 
can be detected to accidental losses are malfunctioning of systems and operating procedures. Besides 
of above threats to databases two very conmen threats are inference and Identity theft. There are 
many goals that can be set forth for database security issues. These are confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of data [1,3,5].  
 
Types of database security 
Database security is an very important and sensitive issue of distributed system which deals with 
protection of  a database from unintended activity. These activities can be authenticated misuse, 
malicious attacks or inadvertent mistakes committed by authorized individuals or processes. 
Database security issue is very broad that includes many layers and number of security types for 
information security [8,9]. These can be typically classified into fallowing: 
 
Access control: Access control is a process or a system which is used to check the authority of a 
user into database to control unauthorized accessing of data or information of database into 
distributed system.  
Auditing:  Auditing is a process of examining all security relevant events to discover and diagnose 
the security violation of database. It is a collection of well organized audit data and analysis which 
needs protection from modification by an intruder.  
Authentication: Before accessing a system, every user is identified and authenticated .it is a 
confirmation of something or someone is authentic to use the resources of the system.  
 Encryption:  encryption is a part of cryptography where an algorithm generally called as cipher is 
used to transform information (called plaintext) into unreadable to anyone except those  user who 
have special knowledge and credentials.  
 
. 
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 SECURITY APPROACHES IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS 
These are several methods has been proposed by different researchers to maintain the security and 
privacy of users data or information stored in database and distributed  over different sites connected 
through computer networks. These methods can be broadly categories in fallowing types: 
 
1. Authentication Based Security 
2. Trust Based Security Approaches 
3. Access Control Based Security 
4. Cryptography Based Approaches 
5. Other Security Approaches 
 

 
Access Control Based Security 
There are several models have been proposed for access control of database which is distributed 
between different sites. Traditional access control models can be categorized as Discretionary access 
control (DAC) models, Mandatory access control (MAC) models and Role-based access control 
(RBAC) models.  The fundamental theories of security models which can be used for a long time are 
Discretionary security models. these model was used from 1970 through 1975,these models has work 
on the concept of discretionary policies. Discretionary access controls (DAC) are works on the 
concepts of a set of access privileges T of security subjects on security objects[10]. Most DAC store 
access rules in an access control matrix. Lampson (1971), Harrison et al (1976) and Fernandez et al 
(1981) has been proposed The basic discretionary access controls model based on access matrix[10]. 
Another access control models are Mandatory access control (MAC) models which is based on Bell 
and La Padula (1976) restrictions, has two rules. The first deals with unauthorized disclosure  of 
database, and the second  protects data  from unauthorized modification[11].These rules are  ensure 
the information does not flow from a higher sensitivity level to a lower sensitivity level[11]. Role-
based access control (RBAC) models attracts users due to a generalized approach to access control 
with several well-recognized advantages [12,13]. The RBAC models directly supports arbitrary, 
organization- specific security policies where roles represent organizational responsibilities and 
functions.[14,15] 
 
Trust Based Security Approaches 
Trust is required at each level into the distributed system but it is very difficult to decide where to 
implement the trust policies. Trust focuses on the security of utility [16].A distributed environment 
supports database to be distributed over different sites to solve many problems where a problem is 
divided into many tasks or processes, each of which may be solved by different system or users. Due 
to open for all authorized users it leads to insecurity of data which demand confidentiality and 
integrity in trusted environment [17].The main focus of trusted environment to check the identity of 
the users of a system at each level. B. Clifford Neuman et al has been proposed password based 
methods to identify the trusted users for their authentication and authorization. kerbores is another 
approach which is  used lightweight protocol based on  symmetric key cryptography[16,18]. Jaeger et 
al [19] has been introducing   the needs of trust and problems in the distributed system.  An unified 
approach for Trust Management in distributed system has been introduced by Blaze et al [20] which 
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specify and interprets security policies. serhiy et al has been introducing a new   Agent based 
approach which uses neural networks for  on-line line monitoring of user actions[21]. A trust 
enhanced security model has been proposed by Aruna Kumari et al using kerborus security with a 
new approach, node registry and service level agreements has been using   to ensure the trust in 
distributed system[22,23]. H. Li et al introduced a trust based security model for distributed 
environment [24]. 
 
Authentication Based Security 
A path authentication technique has been proposed by M. Shehab, et al based an on demand path 
discovery algorithm which is supports to discover  path  for secured domain  in distributed 
environment[25].A systematic security driven scheduling architecture has been introduced by T. 
Xiaoyong, et all which is based on direct cyclic graph[26]. A three factor based authentication 
approach is designed by X. Huang, et all which supports splitting the two factor authentication into 
three factor to provide more security for client privacy in distributed environment[27]. W. J. Seung et 
all has been introducing A new password based authentication approach. this approach is based  on 
authentication with a trusted third party[28]. 
  
Cryptography Based Approaches 
 
The Cryptography is a basic technique used for securing data or information from illegal inferences. 
So this technique can be used for securing database in distributed environment. This is a process of 
encoding plain text into cipher text with the help of secret encryption key and cryptographic cipher. 
The major problem of this technique is to secure keys from attacker. There are number of 
cryptographic security approaches has been introduced by many researchers, which is based on Pub-
lic key cryptography, software agents and XML binding tech-nologies we have discuss some of 
them. Y. Xu, et al has been introduce a device level system control cryptographic approach for 
securing data in distributed environment[29].sanjeev dhavan et all has been proposed a new approach 
for security of database called DNA based cryptography. this is a theoretical approach which requires 
advance technology to reach a mature stage[30].Kritika et al has been design an algorithm using  
DNA Cryptography to maintain data confidentiality and integrity of data[31]. 
Other Security Approaches 
Fernandez et al has been introduced number of security patterns for database security[32].to solve the 
data consistency problem in distributed database a new  Intrusion – Tolerance Quorum System 
[ITOS]  has been proposed[33]. The Role Ordering (RO) schedulers are introduced in a role based 
access control model which has been developed by E. Tomoya and T. Makoto [34].an automatic  
manually configured policy based  security system has been introduced in[35]and  A policy based 
distributed system security mechanism has been  also developed in [36]which is based on domain 
language for verification to implement security for distributed  database system.  CORBA based 
authentication security model has been proposed by  K.-A. Chang, B.-R. Lee and T.-Y. Kim [37]. 
Abhijeet Raipurkar has been introduced semi join plan based security for distributed database [38].  
 
SECURITY ISSUES AND CHALLENGES 
The implementation of a secured distributed database system has been emerged number of critical 
issues. Some of these are as follows:  
1. Identify the methodology which can be used to assess the security level in any system  
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2. The system has an approach to Monitoring the system security. 
 
3. Develop security matrices for the system 
 
4. Data can be distributed over secure communication network which can be Integrate some 
techniques like Cryptography etc.   
 
5. Using middle ware approaches for security of distributed system. 
 
 CONCLUSIONS  
 Database security is not a single problem of database but it is a total system problem .The above 
study has been   providing a conceptual framework about the possible threats of database security and 
different available techniques of database security like Authentication, access control, cryptographic, 
trust based models and many others which can be helpful towards the generation of secure and 
trusted distributed database systems.  The main focus of this study to explore the different 
technological issues involved in protecting a database into a distributed environment. Database 
security has been an intensive subject of research for almost three decades but still remains on of the 
fascinating and major research areas of the day. It is expected that rapid growth of new technology 
will emerged new vulnerabilities to database security and database security remain an important area 
of research in future. 
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